and leadership in the gay movement today. Many people point out a dangerous bankruptcy of intelligent strategy that have surrendered to the belief that a riot at City Hall will not lead homosexuals to greater acceptance in society. A simple and straightforward action, the protests of intolerance (for law, politics, and the community), cannot ignore the reality that violent actions breed violent reactions. The gay movement would do well to develop a recognize leader. The gay movement would do well to speak with one voice on certain matters relating to sexual expression and personal freedom. The spokespeople we develop should understand the real message of gay freedom — its unique importance to a free society and the responsibilities of a being a cognizant, conscious aware sexual activist; namely, explaining the special significance of sexual self-determination personal liberty and a free society.

Boys from Boise Witch Hunt

In the last issue of the Crusader we brought up the fact that SFPD was about to make several arrests and the day after we came out, those arrests were made of people who had done nothing more than help youths... and of course we had allegedly with them, conversing. For this, they were arrested. If convicted of the charges, they can go to prison for up to 25 years (Dan White got 7 for killing two men). These arrests are being "set-up" and carried out in the guise of a special project of the SFPD Vice Unit, and with a couple of older gay men who have been arrested on other charges. It is a confirmed report that a "deal" was made with Captain Emil of the SFPD Vice and the "under arrest gay men" that they would not receive any time in jail if they would help the SFPD in gaining all the names they could of men who have had sex with people under the age of 18. Several adult gays who have had consensual sex with these youths/babies under 18 to 17, have been arrested. Several of these youths are known to hang out on the "meat-racks" of Polk and Market. Two of the youths pictured at the left earlier McCollough is now 18, but he recently made a confession to Gerrans that he had sex with a man when he was 17 and Gerrans had the Wade boy sign this "confession" and the man was arrested, even though Wade is NOW 18 years old. Senator John Briggs who is shown seated on a motorbike of dubious origin, has also made "confessions/complaints" and he is 15 but looks much older. I am sure you will all agree. The youth at the bottom, Phillip Holmes is 14 and looks it. He too has made confessions/complaints and men have been arrested because of his also. But in all three cases, the youths have been totally innocent, no, ifs, ands, or buts about it. The SFPD is spending several thousand dollars to end this so-called "boy-prostitution" ring... those were the words of a SFPD Vice Exam­iner and by the SFPD Vice Squad, not ours. Most gay leaders have turned their backs on the men in trouble, but the Crusader cannot. For such behaviour and money to be used on such nonsense, while murderers and other heavy criminals are being dealt with in a matter of weeks, is a disgrace.

GAY LIB: WHICH WAY TO THE '80's?

"The gay community is spending nearly a hundred thousand dollars to end this so-called "boy-prostitution" ring... those were the words of a SFPD Vice Examiner and by the SFPD Vice Squad, not ours. Most gay leaders have turned their backs on the men in trouble, but the Crusader cannot. For such behaviour and money to be used on such nonsense, while murderers and other heavy criminals are being dealt with in a matter of weeks, is a disgrace.

GAY LIB WHICH WAY TO THE '80's" — by Curtis Denure

The GAY RIOTS OF May 21st, and the statements by Supervisor Harry Britt essentially condemining the same, point out a dangerous bankruptcy of intelligent strategy and leadership in the gay movement today. Many people were outraged to see a man apparently above the law a ga­<er, a prender... ,...proceeded to step above the law themselves in a violent rampage. The fact is that no one is going to be surprised at such actions. Demonstrations of intolerance (for law, politics, and the community) cannot ignore the reality that violent actions breed violent reactions. The gay movement would do well to develop a recognize leader. The gay movement would do well to speak with one voice on certain matters relating to sexual expressi­on and personal freedom. The spokespeople we develop should understand the real message of gay freedom — its unique importance to a free society and the responsibilities of a being a cognizant, conscious aware sexual activist; namely, explaining the special significance of sexual self-determination personal liberty and a free society.

We seek a society of people that will be capable of thinking for themselves and making reasonable decisions for them­selves. We begin by ranging people that can deal with their sexuality themselves, without infringement by or rela­tion upon a state authority for Approved Forms and Acceptable Sexual Behaviour. In preparing an individual that will be susceptible to and reliant upon control by external hu­man authority figures, the individual is at a young age alienated from his basic sexual nature through "sex is bad" conditioning. This is an instrument of a uniform code of sexual behaviour. In this way, the "proper" response of reliability upon authority figures for personal homosexual acceptance by society in 1980 is aban­doned.

Most importantly, our spokesperson could not shun the responsibilities of being a cognizant, conscious aware sexual activist; namely, explaining the special significance of sexual self-determination personal liberty and a free society.
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We seek a society of people that will be capable of thinking for themselves and making reasonable decisions for them­selves. We begin by ranging people that can deal with their sexuality themselves, without infringement by or rela­tion upon a state authority for Approved Forms and Acceptable Sexual Behaviour. In preparing an individual that will be susceptible to and reliant upon control by external hu­man authority figures, the individual is at a young age alienated from his basic sexual nature through "sex is bad" conditioning. This is an instrument of a uniform code of sexual behaviour. In this way, the "proper" response of reliability upon authority figures for personal homosexual acceptance by society in 1980 is aban­doned.
Paul Clemons, age 20, has a warrant out for his arrest. It has been out since January 2nd of this year. According to a statement from one of the clerks of California, the warrant is for Grand Forfeiture, the same charge that was given to Richard Elmore.

The warrant states that Elmore was involved with two other men who were arrested for shooting a gun. Elmore was suspected of being a member of the Red Front, a group known for its violent actions against law enforcement officers. The warrant was signed by the Los Angeles Police Department and is currently active in the State of California.

The warrant was issued after Elmore was accused of shooting at an LAPD officer during a protest involving the police department. Elmore was also accused of being a member of the Red Front, a group known for its violent actions against law enforcement officers.

Elmore was last seen in the area of Los Angeles International Airport, and it is believed that he may be in hiding. If anyone has any information about Elmore's whereabouts, they are encouraged to contact the Los Angeles Police Department immediately.
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authoritarian imprinting of the individual character and the gay movement in 1979. Currents are chancing. If all cults of the left, whether they call themselves Maoists because actually it is not. Not, and should not, define itself as a leftist movement, right.

Terence Hallinan is a third generation San Franciscan and he and his family have been involved in the struggle for civil rights for so many years. Obviously, Terence Hallinan is the kind of man who will be available and answerable to all of his constituents, and not just those whom he likes. Terence feels that employment is one of the major problems of our city and the city should work to develop industrial parks and encourage light industry to move back into San Francisco. Industry means jobs, for sure.

Terence, who is 42 and married with two children, has always been pro-gay rights and has proven it back into the '60's.
British television has long been very successful in this coun-
try. British style comedies, however, have been wel-
come but their ratings until recently, have not fared as
well. Two of the latest, "DASGIS" and "THE WAY OF
GREEN CAROL" are the latest to be seen on American
TV. Both are produced in the United Kingdom and are
brought to us by the American Broadcasting Co. Con-
sequently any show that is seen here is already a success
in England. "DASGIS", a British comedy show, was 
finally getting a production in this country. As a matter of
fact, the series began airing in the United Kingdom only
two months ago. The series, about a group of four English
students who are sent to a school in the United States to
study American history and culture, has been a hit in the
United Kingdom. The series, which has been in production
for several years, is about to end its second season. The
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The US doesn't want its own govt to go down the road of African liberation or the US will be poor. But I want you to know one thing. We hear you, and we will sit and listen. But if we don't do it, if we don't do something about African liberation, then we will see a US govt that is much more in the hands of the African people than it is now.

The same day, my own 1976 campaign for president failed, and I heard the last word of the African people. We heard them, and we will act. But if we don't do it, then we will see a US govt that is much more in the hands of the African people than it is now.
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Hello again...this has been a busier than usual work week for me anyway. That's good, though, as it means there is a lot going on in the city. First, the party, it was at CHAINS, 190 Eight Street, presents by "The Boys In The Sandbox" or so we were told. "Billy the Kid" was also in attendance. I was filled to overflowing with semi-nude hot dancers. It was a total party of times all right. The latter thing was the party at WE, Rob's. Later, the next Sunday, a friend and I had occasion to drop into HAMBURGER MARY's for brunch. Not bad, for $3.90, more food than I could handle, and lots of scenery too.

THE WEB is alive and well with RANDI back pouring drop into HAMBURGER MARY's for brunch. Not bad, C. (T.D.H.) and PETE (would you believe "Mr. America?"

Contest at the BRIG. ....lotsa hot leathermen running. Your favorite on Sunday afternoons. They have a new bar, DJ in Mark (still the best sounds South of Market!).

Mind you, anal stimulation, in moderation, can become credible. The beautiful musical sounds were from MISS LEATHERWORLD OF SF filmed by the Public Broadcasting System and CBS in the same week???

As in any S&M scene, drugs are FORBIDDEN!!! Any M who submits to an S, under the influence is suicidally stup.

As in any S&M scene, drugs are FORBIDDEN!!! Any M who submits to an S, under the influence is suicidally stup.

In talking to several "bottoms," in recent weeks, who were (reporting to their flip), into fisting. I discovered, to my dismay, that they wouldn't be as far finding out they were submitting to a持股 bottom. They would find out the "bottom".

An "Eitamin" or POWERFUL pill induced hard to get out and can KILL's (the removal of the entire rectum), and basically, CANCER of the colon!!!

Lastly, you become impotent. The danger after the 2nd production of a cock or dildo; (4) Introduction of a fist; (5) More fisting; (6) Deeper & larger fists; (7) Double fisting; (8) Deeply; (9) Bigger & larger; (10) End of fisting.

Mind you, anal stimulation, in moderation, can become credible. The beautiful musical sounds were from MISS LEATHERWORLD OF SF filmed by the Public Broadcasting System and CBS in the same week???

In talking to several "bottoms," in recent weeks, who were (reporting to their flip), into fisting. I discovered, to my dismay, that they wouldn't be as far finding out they were submitting to a持股 bottom. They would find out the "bottom".

As in any S&M scene, drugs are FORBIDDEN!!! Any M who submits to an S, under the influence is suicidally stup.
the "blame" of course has to be the owners of the bars and cafes along Polk Street. Black people are wel-
for well drinks.

399 9th Street (at Harrison)
B A R E BA CK N IT E

Terry Thompson, manager.

As prejudice? That is some

growing, with racial conflicts on the horizon, particularly between blacks

and the Haight Ashbury, but even in the other locations, there are few

black employees behind the bar or waiting tables.
L.A. Plays With Itself

*not to be confused with L.A. Plays Itself*

Conceived, Produced and Directed by PAUL TULLI

THE CAST

JOHN ROMERO  ANTHONY LEE
BILL BURKE     MYKLE BURN
KENNETH HORNBY RICK DOUGLAS
ED MURRAY       LANCE WEBSTER
PATRICK CLANCY  RUFUS

Original Sound Track
by SHAWN DANIEL FOREMAN

PLUS FRED HALSTED'S

L.A. Plays Itself

THE ROB HILL CINEMA